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Agenda

1. Introductions – Airwalk Reply & me

2. Introduction to today’s session

3. Q&A
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Who are Airwalk Reply?

Technology 
Strategy

Cloud Strategy & 
Migration

Security & 
Compliance

Digital Experience & 
Application 
Development

Solution Design, 
Engineering & 
Operations

Programme 
Leadership & 
Execution

We deliver Business Transformation through Technology
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A bit about me..
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Intro to today’s session

Important Ingredients of Success
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https://airwalkconsulting.com/5-key-items-to-being-a-successful-pmo-lead/
https://airwalkconsulting.com/5-key-items-to-being-a-successful-pmo-lead/
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Industry PMO Models

The hub and spoke term refers to the different configurations of PMO you might have 
within an organisation.  If delivering projects, it could be one PMO supporting projects, 
if there are lots of projects and programmes, an organisation might opt for PMOs
supporting projects, programmes and introduce a portfolio level PMO.  

Please refer to: www.pmolearning.co.uk/pmolearning-blog/pmo/functions-services-
p3o/) or Eileen Roden (who authored P3O!!)

Typical examples of retail bank organisations I have worked for:

▪ Organisation Portfolio Office (Permanent): Retail Bank UK
▪ Centre of Excellence (Permanent): : Internal consultancy services
▪ Hub Portfolio Office (Permanent) : Mortgages, Insurance, Personal, Business etc
▪ Programme Office (Temporary): Digital Transformation Programme
▪ Project Office (Temporary):  New loans application (app)

▪ Divisions or departments with a portfolio level PMO tend to be a permanent fixture 
and can be referred to as the hub.  

▪ Project and programme level PMOs could be temporary in nature and report into 
centralised portfolio level PMOs, sometimes termed the spokes.

The image opposite is the classic view from P3O; one of the many courses covering the 
different configurations and most importantly the success criteria for different setups.

http://www.pmolearning.co.uk/pmolearning-blog/pmo/functions-services-p3o/
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Resourcing Solutions

▪

▪
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PMO Resourcing Models – ‘In House’

1

2

3

Pros Cons

▪ Allows the creation of established team delivery
▪ Opportunities for faster delivery through ‘knowing 

how things get done around here’
▪ Control and delivery  is maintained by the 

organisations people
▪ Possible ‘skin in the game’ i.e. they will have to live 

with the legacy of services delivered
▪ Knowledge is retained within the organisation 

including history of what worked or didn’t

▪ The organisation takes on and accepts all the risks 
associated with delivery

▪ Unable to rapidly respond to changing demands
▪ Recruitment process of perm resource typically 

takes longer
▪ Access to required Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) 

can be harder as usually already utilised 
▪ Dependence and over allocation on the same 

resources due to demand

% Perm

% Temp

Key:
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PMO Resourcing Models – Outsourced

▪

▪

▪
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Pros Cons

▪ The outsourced partner takes on and accepts the 
risks associated with non delivery e.g. penalty 
payments 

▪ They can rapidly respond to changing demands 
▪ Tried and tested methods of delivery and proven 

experience
▪ Access to required Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) 

with broad capabilities and experience
▪ Ability to quickly onboard and supply SMEs as and 

when required

▪ Lost knowledge and experience opportunities
▪ Possible risks associated with ‘doing it our own 

way’ and ignorance of organisation’s methods
▪ Control and delivery is not maintained by the 

organisation’s people
▪ No ‘skin in the game’ i.e. they won’t have to live 

with the legacy of services delivered
▪ Knowledge is retained within the organisation 

including history of what worked or didn’t

% Perm

% Temp

Key:
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Typical PMO Resourcing Models – Hybrid
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The evolving scaled delivery models

‘By 2025, 50% of strategically focused enterprise PMOs (EPMOs) will 
be tasked with the unification of fractal ecosystems.’ - Gartner
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Continued movement towards strategic? 
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Conclusions

• Methods and models of delivery are continuing to evolve over time and so is the role of PMO – are you?

o John McIntyre covers an element of this within: https://www.hotpmo.com/blog/the-role-of-the-agile-pmo-in-safe-scaled-agile-framework

o House of PMO recently did an Agile PMO Coffee session and loads of material from previous discussions

o PMO Learning do various Agile PMO courses

o Review some of the links on the previous page and consider the core skills and capabilities PMO possess and how those could be utilised

• When setting up or reviewing an existing PMO consider all resourcing options – do you have the right mix or exploited possible  
opportunities with models discussed?

• The PMO already possess a number of the core skills and capabilities to fill many of the roles within the various evolving models -
are you flexible?

• PMO is there to support change activities across a business regardless of what approach is used, but you need to first understand 
the approaches before being able to support them effectively – are you keeping up todate?

https://www.hotpmo.com/blog/the-role-of-the-agile-pmo-in-safe-scaled-agile-framework


Q&A’s


